From the point of view of complexity of algorithm of discrete tasks exact decision, for which the polynomial of the task's dimensions (polynomial from length of an input) algorithms are existing, creates the class P. Discrete tasks, for which such algorithms are unknown, creates the class NP. Dimension here is understood as certain parameter (or parameters) which anyhow defines or quantity of examined objects, orquantity of actions which essentially should be presented at algorithm of the decision of a task. More particularly for the general case here nothing is possible to say, because virtue of that the variety of the tasks which are included in classes P and NP, is rather great.
Another formulations are constructed in terms of Turing machine: P is a class of tasks, which have polynomial solving by determined Turing machine, and NP -a class of tasks, which have polynomial solving by not determined Turing machine.
In the class NP, as a subset, includes NP-complete tasks, to which polynomially reduce any tasks from NP. NP-complete tasks, with the full-proofed substantiation, are considering the hardest soluted tasks in NP class.
For some discrete task it is not possible to design polynomial (effective) algorithm despite of serious efforts of many mathematicians. What is the reason of these failures? Such algorithm does not exist in nature, or polynomial (effective) algorithm exists but find him is very difficultly? This found fundamental problem got a name «problem P versus NP» [1] ... [4] . Inaccessibility of this riddle, numerous works in the field of development of approximate algorithms and absence of effective algorithms for class NP leave other circle of questions which are very important for tasks on discrete structures in a shadow. Namely: that represent objectively existing exact and approached answers of these tasks and that it is possible to expect from the algorithms intended for their detection.
Nonstrict definition of tasks of class NP
Widely used informal formulation concerning the problem «P vs NP» and to the questions connected to it, looks like the following: P-tasks are discrete tasks, which have answer and it is easy to find (exists polynomial algorithm of reception of the answer) and at which validity of this answer is easy for check up. NP-tasks are discrete tasks in which validity of the answer it is easy to check up (exists the effective algorithm of check of correctness of this answer), but this answer was found by unknown way in an available kind.
Necessary terms
For brevity, accuracy and unambiguity the following working terms further are used.
accessibility of parameter A to the developer of algorithm -opportunity for developer of a mass task algorithm to realize application for all possible values of parameter A in order to get an exact answer for any of the individual cases of this mass task. accessibility of set B to the developer of algorithm -accessibility of all parameters of all members of set B.
Example of accessible and inaccessible sets (sets of the data): mathematical model of motion of every ball playing billiards -and the same for every molecule in the Brownian motion in one drop of water.
N-dimensional space of a task -Cartesian product of N sets; each of these sets is the set of all the values of one of the N (where N ≥ n) variables that exist in the task (n is the quantity of unknown); synonym: «set of possible answers of a task», «senior space». exact answer [of a task] -a subset of set of allowable answers; each set member of this subset completely satisfies to all those requirements to exact answer which contain in initial data of this task.
exhaustive method -detection of any and all set members of the set and the determination of value (values) of the parameter (parameters) of each separate member of the set. exhaustive search -algorithm which uses the exhaustive method.
Even the most successful and respected algorithm can't be regarded as exact (i.e. not only as effective, but as full too) if it can not guarantee reception of the exact answer of everyone without exception of an individual case of a considered general problem. In mathematics by default by the task's answer is meant its exact answer, and as algorithm of the solution of a task -its exact algorithm.
By consideration of basic possibility of the solution of tasks on discrete structures the exponential algorithm "exhaustive search" (which is inefficient exact algorithm) to some extent plays a role of the not determined Turing machine (and not determined Turing machine -a role of an all-powerful all-knowing magic wand) -and all of them together or/and separately represent a certain help from the oracle.
As evident illustrations five tasks which have essentially different internal structure from the point of view of the accuracy of their decision are mentioned further. All algorithms intended for their decision are meant technically perfect, i.e. not containing basic and technical mistakes and capable of obtaining exact answers as far as the best algorithms of such type are theoretically capable of it.
Most often questions of accuracy concern these or those problems relating to behavior of allowable answers in the next vicinities of the exact answer, and also to compliance of objective reality of those declared functional dependences which define these allowable answers ( Fig.1 and 2 ). But sometimes a "the next vicinities" in which in an unpredictable way exact answers take place, are all exponential set of possible answers of a task. Parameters of members of such set, allowing to identify the exact answer, don't submit to one general for all values of this parameter to the rule [10] . For example, in many tasks of the class P and the class NP (see Fig.4 and 6 respectively).
The concept «accuracy of the answer of a task» supposes many various ways of formalization. It is possible to use, for example, the following approach: radial accuracy [of an allowable answer] -the quantitative parameter of the allowable answer equal to an absolute value of a difference between values of the same P ea parameter of the allowable answer, received by algorithm, and the exact answer, where P ea is the parameter by means of which the exact answer is defined.
When in a task exists more than one allowable answer, all members of this set can be naturally presented in the form of the certain ordered sequences. It is most convenient to have allowable answers according to change of value of parameter by means of which among allowable answers the exact answer can be identified. To each number (position) in such sequences more than one allowable answer can be put in compliance: if they possess the same value of the specified parameter.
It is fair for many discrete problems with additional quantitative requirements to the exact answer: for class P (task SRP), for NP-complete tasks (TSP, "Knapsack Problem", "Partition" etc) etc.
Therefore in such tasks in addition to usual quantitative or/and analytical estimates of accuracy of the answer received by this or that algorithm (i.e. to estimates of discrepancy of values of parameters of the exact and received answers) it is possible to use the parameters similar to estimates of sports and those similar achievements, to various ratings, lists, etc.
rating position [of an allowable answer] -position of the allowable answer in a sequence ordered on increase or on decrease of value of that parameter which defines the exact answer of a task.
positional accuracy [of a allowable answer] -rating position of the allowable answer provided that to the exact answer corresponds rating position 1.
As natural development of concepts «radial accuracy» and «positional accuracy» it is possible to use more universal relative parameters «relative radial accuracy» and «deviation accuracy ».
Practical value of all these concepts (as well as concept «radial accuracy») is insignificant, but they are very convenient by theoretical consideration of the questions connected to accuracy of the solution of tasks on discrete structures. Especially when there is an opportunity to compare beforehand known exact answer with that result to which the considered algorithm has come.
Accuracy of the answer of a classical algebraic task
A typical algebraic task («Elemental Algebraic Problem», EAP), see Fig.1 : two or more variable are set and certain requirements to the required answer, expressed in the form of functional dependences between these independent and dependent variables and other conditions. By means of these or those mathematical manipulations and calculations it is necessary to reveal crossings of those sets which values of the mentioned functions are.
Here:
Allowable answers: exists.
Exact answer (which by definition is a certain subset of allowable answers which completely meet all those requirements to the exact answer which are in the initial data of a considered individual case of the general problem): exists.
The fact of existence of the exact answer of a considered individual case of the general problem: is beforehand known (even before reception of task's unknowns, i.e. before reception of coordinates of crossing of graphs of the declared functions, it is possible to find out, whether these graphs are crossed).
Exhaustive search: always receives the exact answer (and also all allowable answers).
Exact polynomial (effective, on the basis of operations with functional dependences) algorithm: exists.
Exact exponential (inefficient) algorithm which is not being exhaustive search: it is not necessary.
Approached polynomial (effective) algorithm: it is not necessary.
Approached exponential (inefficient) algorithm which is not exhaustive search: it is not necessary.
Availability of the exact answer of a task prior to the beginning of work of algorithm (i.e. knowledge of the parameters completely determining the exact answer): parameters of the exact answer are unknown.
Availability of the exact answer of a task after the ending of work of algorithm: parameters of the exact answer are known.
The accuracy got by the best algorithm of the solution of the task EAP (i.e. differences of parameters of the answer received by algorithm from the appropriate parameters of the exact answer): differences do not present (the received answer always represents just the exact answer).
Accuracy of the answer of a task of class P
The task «Shortest Route Problem» (SRP), see Fig.3 , 4: conditions of this task of class P differ from conditions of the NP-complete task TSP ("Traveling Salesman Problem", see below) only that the shortest way shouldn't be closed (i.e. it shouldn't be continued from final graph node back to the initial node).
Here:
Exact answer: exists.
The fact of existence of the exact answer of a considered individual case of the general problem: is beforehand known (if each node of the graph possesses at least 2 edges, in such graph there is at least one not closed way; at identical number of edges the way consisting of the smallest edges always has the smallest length).
Exact polynomial (effective) algorithm: exists (for example, the "greedy" algorithm).
Availability of the exact answer of a task after the ending of work of algorithm: parameters are known.
The accuracy got by the best algorithm of the solution of the task SRP (i.e. differences of parameters of the answer received by algorithm from the appropriate parameters of the exact answer): differences do not present (the received answer always represents just the exact answer).
Accuracy of the answer of NP-complete tasks

NP-complete task without additional requirements to the exact answer
The task «Boolean satisfiability problem», («SATISFIABILITY», SAT) -the Boolean formula is given, i.e. finite set of variables, brackets and operations "AND", "OR", "NOT". It is required to find such set of values of variables (values can be only "YES" or "NO"), on which this formula accepts TRUTH value. According to Cook's theorem (it is proved by Stephen Cook, 1971), the problem SAT for the Boolean formulas which have been written down in a conjunctive normal form, is NP-complete (further SAT is meant as this the first of the found NP-complete tasks).
Allowable answers: do not exists.
Exact answer: can exist and can not exist.
The fact of existence of the exact answer of a considered individual case of a general problem: in general case is not known beforehand.
Exhaustive search: always receives the exact answer if it exist (and also all allowable answers).
Exact polynomial (effective) algorithm: now it is not known.
Exact exponential (inefficient) algorithm which is not exhaustive search: now it is not known (or it is poorly known).
Approached polynomial (effective) algorithm: it is impossible.
Approached exponential (inefficient) algorithm which is not being exhaustive search: it is not necessary.
In SAT with its extreme ascetic features and nonflexible "black-and-white" logic any allowable answer is exact answer. Therefore such as SAT "Boolean" tasks without additional conditions is so difficult to solve: additional conditions, whatever they are, generate an exponential subset of those allowable answers which don't exact (i.e. a subset of approximate answers).
Availability of the exact answer of the task after the work of algorithm ending:
if it is proved, that «P = NP», than parameters of the exact answer are known; if it is proved, that «P ≠ NP», than in general case the task SAT can't be solved
The accuracy got by the best algorithm of the solution of the task SAT (i.e. differences of parameters of the answer received by algorithm from the appropriate parameters of the exact answer):
if it is proved, that «P = NP», than differences do not present (the received answer always represents just the exact answer); if it is proved, that «P ≠ NP», than in general case the task SAT can't be solved.
NP-complete task with additional quantitative requirements to the exact answer
The task "Traveling Salesman Problem" (TSP), see Fig.5 , 6: the graph with n node and with arbitrary number of arbitrarily located edges of any length is set. It is necessary to find such sequence from n of not repeating edges ("route") which begins in a certain initial node, consistently visits all other nodes and comes back again to initial node. It passes only one time through each node and at the same time has the smallest length from all other such routes, possible on this graph.
Here:
The criterion on which among set of allowable answers it is possible to identify the exact answer, is objective and does not depend on desire of the developer or the user of algorithm: it is condition «the route should have the least length among other routes in the graph).
The fact of existence of the exact answer of a considered individual case of a general problem: is beforehand known (if each graph node has at least 2 edges, than in such graph there is at least one closed route; if there are some such routes at least one of them has the least length).
Exact polynomial (effective) algorithm: just now it is not known.
Exact exponential (inefficient) algorithm which is not exhaustive search: now it is not known.
Approached polynomial (effective) algorithm: it is known.
Approached exponential (inefficient) algorithm which is not being exhaustive search: it is known.
Availability of the exact answer of a task prior to the beginning of work of algorithm (i.e. knowledge of the parameters completely determining the exact answer): parameters are unknown.
Availability of the exact answer of the task after the ending of work of algorithm:
if it is proved, that «P = NP», than parameters are known (the received answer always represents just the exact answer);
if it is proved, that «P NP», than in questions concerning the exact answer of a problem of TSP (and many others "not-Boolean" tasks with additional conditions) arise curious paradox.
Mentioned popular informal nonstrict definition "the class P is the discrete tasks which answer it is easy to find and it is easy to check justice of this answer, and the class NP is the discrete tasks, which justice of the answer (if this answer is somehow already received) easy to check, but it is difficult to find this answer", true only partly.
Even without having the reliable answer to a dilemma «P ? NP» it is simple to notice that such formulation is fair only for some of those tasks of the class NP which mean the Boolean answer "yes/no". And when it "yes/no" it appears quite enough. Example: "Boolean" task without additional requirements SAT.
For the vast majority of tasks of the class NP at which the fact of accessory of their some allowable answers to a subset "the exact answer" depends on quantities, check is physically impossible. Anyway until fast ways will be found (i.e. effective) to solve such problems. In "not-Boolean" NP-complete task TSP each route (i.e. each allowable answer of this task) generally has unique length. Therefore shown (a lot, Turing machine, the oracle, etc) a route can't be identified as the exact answer if it is foreknown length of the shortest route -i.e. for such identification this task has already solved precisely.
Example: for a certain individual case of TSP (initial data are given in Fig.7 ) the route (ring) with length L=1 166 122 and with sequence of nodes "1-9-6-7-3-8-5-10-2-4-12-11" is shown. The biggest that the owner of this gift of the oracle can make is to be convinced that and really will close this route, includes n=12 of not repeating nodes, consists of n of the edges declared in initial data, and that its length and really is equal 1 166 122. From the point of view of the above-mentioned popular nonstrict informal formulation this problem of the class NP is successfully solved. But, unfortunately, the gift of the oracle appeared the worst of all possible options (from all allowable answers): rating position of this route is equal 6237, it is one of 24 longest among 149 688 routes (the longest among 6237 rings), existing in this individual case of TSP. Exact answer (rating position 1): L = 1 158 524, "1-5-2-4-7-8-11-10-12-9-3-6".
Concrete data (including the exact answer) for this individual case are given in Fig.7 . In Fig.8 similar information for another individual case of the general problem TSP is provided. Differences in their initial data are insignificant, in Fig.8 only one of edges became longer only for 2,32% (the standard accuracy, for example, in engineering practice makes 5%).
Usually for the mathematical analysis discrete and continuous tasks like EAP such little change of an independent variable gives small and analytically quite predictable (calculated) change of parameters of exact answer objectively existing in a task (change of values of required unknown). But here the exact answer (i.e. the sum of lengths of edges of the graph in the shortest of routes and that isn't less important, their sequence) significantly changed: L = 1 160 684, "1-5-2-7-4-3-9-12-10-11-8-6". Essential change of sequence (i.e. combinations) edges in the exact answer means, that the exact answer even at negligible change of an independent variable was in absolutely another and essentially unpredictable for analytical (computing) ways of the solution of the task, a point of N-dimensional space of an individual case of the general problem TSP.
The route "1-5-2-4-7-8-11-10-12-9-3-6" which in Fig.7 was the shortest, in Fig.8 only accidently for the developer and the user of algorithm appeared the owner of a rating position 2 (this route could be much farther from the exact answer). While the present exact answer earlier, in Fig.7 , had more than a mediocre rating position 1340.
Comparing figuratively sets of possible and allowable answers of any individual case of TSP according to the audience on tribunes in the filled stadium and athletes-stayers, according to above-mentioned nonstrict definition of tasks of the class NP by the champion (i.e. the exact answer) it is advisable to declare the first met athlete (even if he in reality is the last of outsiders). And the business, it is very easy to check that he doesn't sit on tribunes and is dressed in sportswear. But the core of the problem of "P vs NP" here is a definition of its place in hierarchy among exponential (i.e. inaccessible in general case) a great number of other owners of sportswear. Incorrectness of the widely used informal formulation (see section 1) that in tasks like TSP it suits only for check of an allowability of answers. Such check and really is easily feasible, but it is useless from the point of view of an assessment of accuracy of the shown answer of a task.
The accuracy got by the best algorithm of the solution of the task TSP (i.e. differences of parameters of the answer received by algorithm from the appropriate parameters of the exact answer):
if it is proved, that «P = NP», than differences do not present (the received answer always represents just the exact answer); if it is proved, that «P ≠ NP», than in general case the question on accuracy of the answer of the task TSP received by any algorithm except for exhaustive search, has no sense.
NP-complete task with additional not-quantitative requirements to the exact answer
The task «Educational Schedule» (ESh) -five finite sets (student's groups, teachers, intervals of astronomical time within a week, subjects, audiences) and finite sets of wishes and the ban declared for each member of these sets and at each combination of members of these sets are set. It is necessary to make optimum from the point of view of wishes and a ban week lesson schedule at school or university. "The educational schedule" represents "not-Boolean" NP-complete task with additional not quantitative requirements. Such parameters not giving in to the full-fledged numerical description here are wishes and a ban: hours when specific teachers, specialization of teachers can teach, specializations of student's groups, incompatibility or repeatability of subjects, possibility of use of free audience, a categorical ban on existence of gaps at any student's group during the day, etc.
Allowable answers: can exist and can not exist.
In the task ESh because of its nature the developer and even the user of algorithm is free to (i.e. it is subjective) appoint criteria by which among a huge set of allowable answers it is possible to identify the required exact answer (i.e. the educational schedule which will correspond to all inconsistent ban stated by all interested parties, requirements and wishes). These criteria can be expressed in any form, even in the form of the certain quantitative coefficients which are conditionally attributed to these or those concrete values of those or independent variables. However it can happen that in a considered individual case of the task ESh there is no allowable answer from that combination of a ban, requirements and wishes which subjectively and very precipitately were declared by the developer or the user. Such situation is possible not only in the ESh.
The fact of existence of the exact answer of a considered individual case of the general problem: beforehand is not known.
Exhaustive search: if in a considered individual case among other allowable answers there is combination of parameters which satisfies to all representations of the developer or/and the user of algorithm about the exact answer, then given algorithm receives the exact answer (and also all allowable answers).
Availability of the exact answer of the task prior to the beginning of work of algorithm (i.e. knowledge of the parameters completely determining the exact answer): parameters are unknown.
if it is proved, that «P = NP», than parameters are known (the received answer always represents just the exact answer); if it is proved, that «P ≠ NP», than in general case the exact answer of the task ESh is inaccessible.
The accuracy achievable by the best algorithm of the solution of the task ESh (i.e. differences of parameters of the answer received by algorithm from the appropriate parameters of the exact answer):
if it is proved, that «P = NP», than differences do not present (the received answer always represents just the exact answer);
